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Abstract 

 

The ability to monitor the condition of an electrical machine has been a concern 

of industry for many years. Knowing when a machine requires maintenance 

allows users to perform the required maintenance at their convenience, rather 

than during costly unscheduled shutdowns. This need for improved industrial 

monitoring techniques has produced a number of studies on the detection of 

mechanical faults in induction machines.The condition monitoring of the 

electrical machines can significantly reduce the costs of maintenance by 

allowing the early detection of faults, which could be expensive to repair. In this 

paper, Mechanical faults of induction motor eccentricity faults are 

experimentally diagnosed with help of motor current signature analysis.  

 

 

Introduction 

Fault detection of electric machines and drive systems is a challenging task that has 

recently attracted increasing attention. An intelligent regime of online condition 

monitoring leading to fault identification, fault location, and fault-severity evaluation 

represents the far goal. Precise diagnosis and early detection of incipient faults help 

avoid harmful, sometimes devastative, consequences of the fault. Repair requirements 

and the time frame could be pre-set based on the automatic diagnostics, which reflects 

lower cost. There are many condition monitoring methods, including vibration 

monitoring, temperature monitoring, chemical monitoring, acoustic emission 

monitoring, current monitoring etc. [3]. Except for current monitoring, all these 

monitoring methods require expensive sensors or specialized tools and are usually 

intrusive. In current monitoring, no additional sensors are necessary. This is because 

the basic electrical quantities associated with electromechanical plants such as currents 

and voltages are readily measured by tapping into the existing voltage and current 
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transformers that are always installed as part of the protection system. As a result, 

current monitoring is non-intrusive and may even be implemented in the motor control 

center remotely from the motors being monitored. Therefore, current monitoring offers 

significant implementation and economic benefits. Another advantage of current 

monitoring is that an overall electric machine condition monitoring package is possible, 

given the fact that the detection of other machine faults and the estimation of machine 

speed and efficiency have been well achieved via stator current. Thus, Current 

monitoring techniques are most effective for detecting faults of induction motor. But it 

is fact that very limited numbers of current monitoring techniques are used in the 

industry because it is very difficult to assess the severity of fault based on current 

signature [4]. In this paper, Mechanical fault such as eccentricity fault is diagnosed with 

help of Motor Current Signature Analysis. This is a feature extraction technique. The 

aim of feature extraction is to extract the signal features hidden in the original time 

domain. 

 

 

Diagnosis of Eccentricity Fault  

Air gap eccentricity may be detected by identifying the characteristics current signature 

pattern being indicative of abnormal levels of air gap eccentricity and to then that 

signature. Air-gap eccentricity in electrical machines can occur as static or dynamic 

eccentricity. The effects of air-gap eccentricity produce unique spectral patterns and 

can be identified in the current spectrum. The analysis is based on the rotating wave 

approach whereby the magnetic flux waves in the air-gap are taken as the product of 

permeance and magnetomotive force (MMF) waves. The frequency equation for 

determining air-gap characteristics is as follows [6,7,8]: 
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where 

fag= frequency components in a current spectrum due to rotor slotting and air gap  

  eccentricity, Hz 

 nrt= any integer, 0, 1, 2, 3, ...R = number of rotor bars 

 nd= eccentricity order number; any integer, 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 

 nd= 0 for static eccentricity (principal slot harmonics) 

 nd= 1, 2, 3, ... for dynamic eccentricity 

 s = nondimensional slip ratio 

 p = pole-pairs, which is half the number of poles (P), i.e. p = P/2 

nws= order number of stator MMF time harmonic or stator current time harmonic;  

   odd integer, 1, 3, 5, ... 

 f1= supply line frequency, Hz 
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In general, this equation can be used to predict the frequency content for the current 

signal. There are three n’s in the equation and, therefore, three sets of harmonics: nrt is 

rotor related, nws stator related and nd eccentricity related. For static eccentricity 

variations nd= 0 and for dynamic eccentricity variations nd= 1, 2, 3, .... 

 

System Under Analysis 

A system for fault detection was developed and implemented based on Motor Current 

Signature Analysis (MCSA). The stator current is first sampled in the time domain and 

in the sequence; the frequency spectrum is calculated and analyzed aiming to detect 

specific frequency components related to incipient faults. For each motor fault, there is 

an associated frequency that can be identified in the spectrum. The faults are detected 

comparing the amplitude of specific frequencies with that for the same machine 

considered as healthy. Based on the amplitude in dB, it is also possible to determine the 

degree of faulty condition. In the described system, data acquisition board was used to 

acquire the current samples from the motor operating under different load conditions. 

The current signals are then transformed to the frequency domain using a Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT).   

 

 

Detection of Air Gap Eccentricity Detection 

This section of research paper is focused on air gap eccentricity faults. In practice, all 

three-phase induction motors contain inherent static and dynamic eccentricity. Air gap 

eccentricity causes a ripple torque, which further leads to speed pulsations, vibrations, 

acoustic noise, and even an abrasion between the stator and rotor. Therefore, it is critical 

to detect air gap eccentricity as early as possible. To replicate the eccentricity fault in 

laboratory, special methods were used. The effects of eccentricity faults under different 

load condition are studied to get the fault signature information.  

 

 

Experimental Results 

To detect the air gap eccentricity, the current was analyzed to identify the current 

components between the frequencies 750 Hz to 950 Hz. The slip was 0.01, and 0.08 at 

no load and full load respectively. Figure 1 shows a power spectrum between 900 Hz 

to 1000 Hz to accurately determine the frequency components for 25% static 

eccentricity at no load. Virtual Instrument (VI) predicted current components (941 Hz) 

due to abnormal level of static eccentricity for no load conditions. The results show that 

the components predicted by equations (2) are present. Figure 2 shows the current 

spectra from motor after its housing was machined and installed again with 50% air gap 

setting at no load. This figure shows the increased level of fault frequency at 941 Hz.  
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Figure 1: Power spectrum of faulty motor with 25% Static eccentricity  

under no load condition 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Power spectrum of faulty motor with 50% static eccentricity  

under no Load condition 

 

 

Conclusion 
The subject of on-line detection of air-gap eccentricity in three phase induction motor 

is discussed in this paper. Experimental results obtained by using a special fault 

producing test rig, demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique, for 

detecting presence of air gap eccentricity in operating three phase induction machine. 

Experimental results show that it is possible to detect the presence of air-gap 

eccentricity in operating three phase induction motor, by computer aided monitoring of 

stator current. This can be concluded from the study that air gap eccentricity can be 

detected at low cost by current monitoring using FFT based power spectrum.  

FF
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